






The study of comparative analysis of Sunthonphu's is documentary 

research and present into descriptive analysis, mkr to Combs H.'s theory, i-e., 

analpis, elucidation and interpretation. The three chosen literary, Singha Kraiphq~, 

KO But and taksamng, are certain that were written by Sunthonphu, except for 

Chanthakwup which can not be proved certainty about the author. The study aim 

to analyze and compare in these 10 topics, i.e., Literary Substance, 

Characteristics of Sunthonphu, Morals of Female Characters, DHRll on the Scenery, 

Miracle Namtion, Rhyme Reciting, Astrologer's Role, Principle and Blessing, 

Humorous Description and Cemmony. Following are the result of study; 

1. Liierafy Substance It seems that the substance of these three literary is 

about love and adventure. Furthermore, there are sub-suktances about 

wild journey, giant killing, abduction and the loggerheads of major wife 

with minor wife. On the other hands, Chantakorop's not only is about 

adventure, but also a harlot. The sub-substame is about wild journey 

too, but didn't not about giant killing and abduction. Howwer, it is 

concern abut the robber. 

2. Characbistitics of Sunthonphu According to these three literary, they 

certainly imply the characteristic to Sunthonphu in the way of beau 

pemn, attend in learning, royalist. desire in wealth, stable and tong 

lasting life, handsome, asset transformation, and blieve in black magic. 

All of these are uncertainly written in Chanthakwop. 

3. Momis of Female Characters According  to the three literary, female 

characters are the good daughters and good wives. They represent the 

good girls of birth and breeding, conduct herself to the custom. On the 

other hands, Mwa in Chanthakorop is a bad girl who is carnal desire, 

Furthermore, she commits the custom. 
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4. bell on the §#my According to Chanffiakorop, the scenery is 

descdbd with Nht Verse (mitten in the farm of an epistle to his 

lover). It describes about trees and some .... ? .... are different from those 
three literary. 

5. Mirade Namation According to Chmthakomp, the description of natutal 

phenomenon is diffe~nt from those three literary. Morewet, it shows the 

unusual behaviors of an ascetic. 

6. Rhyme Reciting The hyme reciting is not shwn in Chanthakm, but in 

those three literary. 

7. Astrologer's Role The role of astrologer is not shown in Chanthakorop, 

but in those three literary. 

8. Principle and Bkssing The principle and blessing are shown in all three 

literary, But in Chanfhakomp, there is principle for male only, not for 

female. 

9. Humorous Description According to Chanthakomp, the humorous 

description is different fmm those three literary. Moreover, it neither 

reflect society nor tradition. 

10. Ceremony The ceremony is not shown in Chanthakorop, but in those 

three literary. 




















































































































































































































































